Praise be to Allah and peace and blessings be upon His prophets and messengers of our Prophet Muhammad and his family and companions.

After: This message is the study and investigation of a part of the book (The victor religion of Allah on every Denier, heresiarch and liar) of the author Fakhr al-Din Abu Said Othman Alehiaee Algalilea - God's mercy. The study is initiated with a prelude and brief introduction then I followed it by study section which contain the first chapter. In the introduction, I have remind the Definition.
of author, the age of the author, and the name of the book, authenticate it to the author, the importance of the book, the reasons of authorship, the definition of Naqshbandi, and its leader Khalid Naqshbandi, and it also include the most important sources of this book, and evaluated look to the content of the book, Description the approved copy manuscript and giving models of them.

This was followed by the inquest section. In this section, I have focused on authenticating the text and presenting it free from any alteration and variation, and have used the contemporary drawing spell in writing, with observance the punctuation marks.

Then, I have authenticated quotations and sayings from their original sources, and have written comment on them as required, using painted Uthmanic in the Quranic verses, mention to the position of sura and verse number, have looked to Hadeeth from approved sources, have studied narrators of Hadeeth, and explain the strange words and scientific terminology and the definition of places and countries, ending with written the appendix.

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds, and blessings and peace be upon our Prophet Muhammad and his family and companions.